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Introduction
• Current state/desired state for IT
• Convergence of evolutionary paths of Organization
Design and Enterprise Architecture
• Enterprise Architecture as the architecture of
business capabilities
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Common Current State for IT
Change in competitive
landscape

Inconsistent, duplicated
islands of data
Brittle, monolithic
applications
Rigid, inflexible
technical infrastructure

Inhibits,
Inhibits,
constrains,
constrains,
frustrates
frustrates

Business strategy
Business processes
dis
Technology-enabled
business capabilities

• Rigid, brittle, aging systems
• Functional silos with insular pockets of system
development and procurement
• Bottom-up technical decision-making
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“If the Federal Government continues to do what we’ve done (build non-architected
solutions), we will continue to get what we have – a non-interoperable, expensive and
ever-challenging tangle of data, applications and technology.”
- Source: FEAF Version 1.1

IT Status Quo
The current state of IT, if allowed to persist, will result in maintenance of the status
quo--with its rework, ever decreasing productivity, and lost and missed opportunities.
For the Federal government, it would mean failure to comply with the Clinger-Cohen
Act, and for industry, it would mean that competitors who adopt EA (and succeed in
overcoming the organizational challenges) will have significant strategic advantage
over those who do not.
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Desired State for IT
Strategic Agility Enabled by Technology
Change in
competitive
landscape

early identification
“business intelligence”
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trigger

Change in
Enterprise
Strategy

short strategy
planning cycles

trigger

Change in
business
processes and
enabling
systems

adaptive processes
and enabling
technology
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Strategic Agility
The length of business cycles has decreased over the past two decades--the fastpaced cycles are being called “hypercompetition.” Businesses have to be able to
identify and respond to changes in the competitive landscape. Increasingly, these
changes have to do with technology, which underpins innovations not just in products,
but in services and value delivery, either directly or through the application of
technology in innovative ways.
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Enter Enterprise Architecture
• Enterprise Architecture has been widely embraced
as the route to this desired state
§ Enable integrated business intelligence
§ Connect strategy to execution
§ Enable flexibility and adaptability, so that business
capabilities can keep pace with changes in strategy
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Purpose of Enterprise Architecture
• Enterprise architecture provides a common basis for understanding and
communicating how systems are structured to meet strategic objectives
• Instead of allowing a single solution (Custom or COTS) to drive the technology, EA
provides a balanced approach to the selection, design, development and deployment
of all the solutions to support the enterprise
• Enterprise architecture allows stakeholders to prioritize and justify often conflicting
technology trade-off decisions based on the big picture
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Rising Awareness of
Enterprise Architecture
• Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996
§ US Federal and State Agencies and Departments

• DCI/META Enterprise Architecture Conferences
• DCI’s EA Community online
• META, Gartner and Cutter all have Enterprise
Architecture Practice Areas
• Open Group’s TOGAF
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Clinger-Cohen Act 1996
The Clinger-Cohen Act (see www.ed.gov/offices/OCIO/legislation/clinger_cohen.html)
holds each Federal Agency CIO responsible for developing, maintaining, and
facilitating the implementation of an information technical architecture. One of the
outcomes is the Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF) that the Federal
CIO Council began developing in 1998 and issued in 1999.
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Examples of Enterprise Architecture
In the Public Domain
•

Agencies of the US Federal and State government
§ HCFA IT Architecture
• complete enterprise-wide IT architecture

§ FEAF: Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework
§ NASCIO: Enterprise Architecture Development Toolkit, July 2002

•

TOGAF Case Studies
• Dairy Farm Group (Hong Kong)
• Department of Social Security (UK), Ministry of Defence (UK),
National Health Service (UK), Police IT Organization (UK)
• Litton PRC (US)
• NATO (Belgium)
• Westpac (Australia)
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Federal and State Enterprise Architectures
The US Federal government and various State agencies have made a fair amount of
their Enterprise Architecture Resources (especially their Enterprise Architecture
Frameworks, but also at least parts of their Enterprise Architectures). These include:

HCFA (Health Care Financing Administration) IT Architecture
The complete architecture is available on the web at
http://www.hcfa.gov/standards/ita/itarch.asp. It is certainly worth taking at look at!

TOGAF Case Studies
The Open Group Architectural Framework (TOGAF) maintains an overview and links
to material on the application of TOGAF in the creation of Enterprise Architecture on
http://www.opengroup.org/togaf/p4/cases/case_intro.htm.
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What is Enterprise Architecture?
Defining Characteristic
• The defining characteristic that differentiates
Enterprise Architecture from other architectures is:
§ enterprise scope
• it crosses (internal) organizational boundaries e.g.,
– covers multiple business units
– crosses functional boundaries

§ Why would we do anything across the scope of the
enterprise?
Ø It creates opportunities and allows problems to be tackled that
cannot be effectively dealt with at a “lower level”, i.e., a more
narrow scope
Ø e.g., increase collaboration so that we can decrease duplication across
business units so that we can save on development costs
Copyright 2002, 2003 Bredemeyer Consulting
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Enterprise Architecture Scope Creates Opportunities--and Challenges
By working across organizational boundaries such as different business units and
functional groups, Enterprise Architecture allows the business to address issues such as
shared access to information and reduced redundancy in development, hence lower costs.
These are things that cannot be addressed in organizational “silos” or “islands.”
However, every time you work across organizational groups, and the more diffuse these
groups are in their vested interest, the challenges inherent in organizational acceptance,
politics, commitment, etc., go up by orders of magnitude! That is why we pay so much
attention to these issues in our process (the Enterprise Visual Architecting Process or EVAP) and in our Role of the Architect section.

Why not Centralize Everything? Why not Decentralize Everything?
Every large organization has had its pendulum swings from increasing fragmentation into
customer-focused units to more integration across related market segments. We know
from bitter experience that each has its costs and benefits. More fragmentation but higher
market segment focus leads to higher customer intimacy and innovation around the
customer but increases duplication, inconsistency and integration problems. On the other
hand, more integration leads to higher synergies across the business but dilutes customer
intimacy and tends to slow innovation.
Enterprise Architecture cannot simply be another pendulum swing towards centralized
control. Bear in mind that Nash talks about collaboration, not centralization. Also, we can’t
do everything as a joint effort! We have to ask “Why do this at the enterprise level?” What
does it gain us? What does having that gain us? Is this an enterprise priority? Can we get
this by some other means? We have to pick strategically where to focus enterprise-scope,
collaborative activity.
Copyright 2002, 2003 Bredemeyer Consulting
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Evolving Definition of
Enterprise Architecture
EA = ETA

•

The definition of Enterprise
Architecture has been evolving

EA = EWITA

§ Technology Architecture alone
was not sufficient to address
enterprise IT goals like “a
single view of the customer”
§ Enterprise IT Architecture
alone is not sufficient to
ensure business/IT alignment

EIA

EAA ETA

EA = BA + EWITA
Copyright 2002, 2003 Bredemeyer Consulting
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Evolution of the Notion of Enterprise Architecture
Part of the difficulty in coming up with a shared definition of Enterprise Architecture
arises from the fact that our notion of Enterprise Architecture is expanding.

EA = TA (Technology Architecture)
Much of the early Enterprise Architecture work focused on enterprise-wide Technology
(or infrastructure) Architecture efforts -- this includes early work by META Group and
TOGAF. Projects using this narrow concept of EA focused on establishing technology
standards and principles, and often extended to attempts to inventory the various
technologies in use in the corporation (capturing the “as-is architecture”).

EA = EWITA (Enterprise-wide IT Architecture)
It became clear that the goals of EA efforts had to be tackled on a broader front,
encompassing Information and Application Architecture, not just Technology
Architecture. This would allow the EA team to go after problems like “single view of the
customer” and reducing redundancy across projects by improving application portfolio
management.

EA = BA + EWITA (Business Architecture + Enterprise-wide IT
Architecture)
Recent work (e.g., Paul Harmon at Cutter, META Group, and a number of federal
agency EA projects) emphasizes the importance of including BA in the EA definition.
Don’t be fooled though. A “Business Architecture” produced by an IT team may
document business objectives and business processes and function, but is unlikely to
be the active design and implementation of changes to the business process and
structure. Since the business side of the organization has the charter to structure their
people and process, IT is not going to be very effective in imposing process designs
and structural changes on them.
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Evolving Definition of EA
Broader Scope, Higher Potential Value
Value

EA = BA + EWITA
Enhance Business/IT
Alignment

EA = EWITA
Enhance Value
Management

EA = TA
Reduce IT cost and
enhance operations

Scope
Copyright 2002, 2003 Bredemeyer Consulting
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Increasing the scope of EA
Increasing the scope of EA to encompass more disciplines, increases the benefits to
be gained.
EA = TA
Reduce IT complexity
and costs:
- increased convergence
consolidates
purchasing, lowers
training costs, increases
employee mobility in the
organization

EA = EWITA
Support collaboration among
different parts of the
enterprise:
- shared access to
information across the
business and, increasingly,
from outside the business
by customers, partners,
suppliers, even competitors
- elimination of duplication in
similar applications for
different business functions
or different business units
- address concerns that cut
across business units, such
as integration,
interoperability, and
security

EA = BA + EWITA
Increase enterprise agility
and alignment with
business strategy
- enable changes in
business strategy with
quick-response changes
in enabling processes and
technology solutions
- inform strategy more
effectively, because there
is a strategic path for
identifying and integrating
technology-enabled
opportunities (and threats)

Cynical view: Shaped by vested interests, EA grew to take on the maximum
significance implied by the name.
Alternative view: the full, multidisciplinary scope of EA is necessary to achieve what
strategic management really want from technology investments.
Copyright 2002, 2003 Bredemeyer Consulting
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Evolution of
Organizational Design
• Organizational design has also progressed through
a series of “revolutions”
§ functional specialization
§ business process reengineering
§ enterprise architecture
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Organization Design
Hierarchies and Silos
•

CEO

Mktg

Mfg

Fin.

HR

Silo Design
§ developed functional silos with
functionally-specialized process
and procedure
§ efficiencies in the silo
• independence within the islands
BUT

•

Relies on the management
hierarchy for communication and
control

§ inherently fragmented
§ requires heroism at the
interfaces!
§ customer-centered processes
are inherently cross-functional
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Hierarchy and Organizational Design
The spirit of this style of organizational design persists, even if it is no longer the vogue
to strictly organize around functional specialties. You will constantly see reorganizations where a new CEO is marched in, the company is re-organized into a
new bunch of silos with new names and new chiefs. The silo specializes around its
own cluster of internal concerns, because it is driven by a hierarchy.
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Enter Business Process
Re-engineering
•

BPR
§ recognized that processes
crossed functional lines
§ have to pay attention to process
across the historical divides to
make order of magnitude
improvements
§ BUT

§ ignored the force of
technology
§ it constrains as much as
it enables!
Copyright 2002, 2003 Bredemeyer Consulting
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Business Process Re-engineering
BPR reaped results for some companies, and was a big resource sink for others,
raising tremendous organizational antibodies in the wake of failed attempts.
Organizational change and process design takes attention and resources.
The other important illumination was recognizing that technology constrains and
frustrates the process if you ignore its force and do not shape technology to support
the process and shape the process to be aligned with technical capabilities. For
example, if you purchase someone else’s Enterprise System (ES) you will find that you
either have to change your process or the system will change your process for you.
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Evolutionary Paths Converge at
Enterprise Architecture
• Organizational design and Enterprise Architecture
have converged because
§ we cannot ignore technology in business process design
§ we cannot ignore the business in technology solution
design
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Enterprise Architecture
and Business Capabilities
•

Information
cross-cutting concerns

(business capabilities)

Business Architecture
Business processes

Org. Structure

EWITA
EIA

EAA

ETA

cross-cutting concerns
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Enterprise Architecture = the
architecture of business
capabilities
§ need to design business
capabilities
§ people
§ process and
§ technology
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Enterprise Architecture and Business Capabilities
Enterprise Architecture recognizes that the organization is a system, and the crosscutting concerns must be addressed first at the overall system level. It recognizes that
you cannot solve every detailed problem at once--you cannot hold complex systems
“in your head”. You need to find effective ways to decompose the problem. Focusing
on business capabilities that support business strategy, first, then delving into the
design of those capabilities, forms an effective way to consider people, process and
technology together.

Capability versus Process Design
Process design focuses on activities to produce outcomes. Capability design includes
process design, and adds technology to the consideration. This has become vital as
technology is a broad reaching enabler in all kinds of industries. We can see this best
by reference to an example. While SAP systems have clearly been successfully
integrated into a number of businesses, there have also been a growing number of
failures. Increasingly, you hear of executives taking over declining companies, “ripping
out SAP, and turning the business around within a year”. Why do enterprise systems
like SAP fail in some companies yet succeed in others? Clearly, the interrelationship
between technology and process, skills and culture was not taken into account. Taking
on an enterprise system that requires broad-scoped process changes in a company
that is not ready for them (or doesn’t even recognize they are needed) is a recipe for
disaster.
Capabilities are not processes--a process delivers a capability using a mixture of
people, technology, and location. The focus of capability design is on the outcome and
the effective use of resources to produce a differentiating capability or an essential
supporting capability.
Copyright 2002, 2003 Bredemeyer Consulting
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Business Capabilities
• Business capabilities may be
Technology (data, applications,
infrastructure)

§ inherent in people/process only
(manual)
• very few left these days

§ provided by fully automated
systems
• not too common in most industries

§ produced by a collaboration
between people and technology
in technology-enabled processes

Performance
People
People
(organization,
knowledge,
skills, culture)

• create more efficient and effective
processes
• enable innovation through better
access to information, enhanced
productivity or by acquisition by
purchasing technology solutions
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CAPABILITY

Process
Process
(activities,
sequence,
inputs,
outputs,
constraints)

Assets
(facilities,
resources)
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Capabilities as the Focus of Enterprise Architecture
Business capabilities are a combination of business processes, people (organization,
knowledge and skills, culture), technology solutions, and assets (facilities, funds, etc.)
aligned by strategic performance objectives.
Capabilities, in this approach, are the building blocks of the enterprise. They have
relationships to each other and to the environment, and we need to pay attention to
these interfaces, and to be clear on what responsibilities are being assigned to a
capability.
Together, people, process, technology and performance management yield a
capability that has quality characteristics. These quality characteristics are important in
driving the capability design process, just as in any other kind of architecture.

Why Capabilities instead of Processes
• Capabilities are the source of strategic differentiation
• Capabilities enable change in the future (Componentizing)
• They are a tight grouping of related elements (High cohesion)
• Linked through well defined interfaces (Loose coupling)
• They facilitate change planning as a model of the “as is” & “to be”
• Provide a common language for efficient knowledge sharing
• Encourages creative thinking to achieve outcomes
• The overall business design is optimised for each capability and the overall solution
• Enables identification of technology solutions to solve a business problem
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Business Capabilities Architecture
The Natural Next Step After Strategy
Environmental
Factors
Competition,
Solution space,
Industry /
Technology
trends

Strategic
Analysis

Strategic
Objectives &
Goals

Business context
and business
drivers

Strategy maps and
Business
objectives

Business Environment
Business Vision
Value Chain
Business Requirements
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Action Plan
Strategic Initiatives
Balanced Scorecard

Business
Capabilities
People, Process,
Technology &
Facilities required

Resources needed to
realize the strategic plan
Critical Business
Processes
Use of Technology
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Capabilities Create the Link to Business Strategy
Business capabilities can be directly tied to business strategy, creating a mechanism
to very directly connect Enterprise Architecture to Business Strategy. This is the goal
that CEOs and CIOs have been identifying as a top priority, but it was illusive when the
focus was on technology in isolation (IT architecture heritage), or process in isolation
(BPR heritage). Capabilities also form a natural way to cascade objectives from a
strategic to tactical level.
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EA as Business Capabilities Architecture

What Does it Look Like?
External Influences

TV
Regulators

Pressure
Groups

Government

Competitors

Core Business
Suppliers
Hardware
Television
Programs

Manage
Suppliers

Manage
Services

Manage
Brand

Acquire
Content

Distribute
Content

Manage
Customers

Customers

Customers

Movies
Website
Content

Manage
Content
Manage People
Manage Technology

Internet
Portals

Other
Channels

New Entrants and Substitutes
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Conceptual Enterprise Architecture
A Business Capabilities Architecture may not look a whole lot different than a highlevel business process architecture! Where business processes are the driving force
for the capability, they will show up on the business process architecture. However,
capabilities as the building block are more general. Fundamental capabilities will focus
more on skills and competencies (e.g., positioning architecture as an organizational
competency). Capabilities may be acquired as enterprise systems (see Davenport’s
Mission Critical: Realizing the Promise of Enterprise Systems, 2000); that is, they may
be heavily technology-based, with ramifications for business processes, skills and
culture. Each capability may have a driving concern (process, technology, skills,
culture, assets), but each must take the other facets into account, and each relates to
other capabilities in some way.
See http://www.bredemeyer.com/ArchitectingProcess/VAPColumns/MAPandBCA.htm
Each capability now becomes a unit of design. If the capability is primarily a process,
then the Business Architect may lead its design, collaborating with relevant IT
architects in doing so. If the capability will be supplied primarily by some technology
solution, then IT Architects (Applications or Solution Architects, or perhaps
Infrastructure/Technology Architects) will lead the design of that capability. Strategies
and the capabilities that enable them, can thus be iterated on at various levels in the
organization, providing an effective approach to implementing business strategy.
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Resources
Web Sites
•

Resource Sites (with papers, links, etc.)
§ Enterprise-wide IT Architecture (EWITA) site: http://www.ewita.com
§ Resources for Software Architects site: http://www.bredemeyer.com
§ The Enterprise Architecture Community http://www.eacommunity.com/

•

Enterprise Architecture Project Sites
§ Department of Commerce IT Enterprise Architecture Home Page
http://www.hpcc.noaa.gov/docita/

§ HCFA IT Architecture site: http://www.hcfa.gov/standards/ita/itarch.asp
§ NASCIO's Adaptive Enterprise Architecture Development
Program Resources https://www.nascio.org/hotIssues/EA/index.cfm#tool-kit
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Other Sites of Interest
• World-wide Institute of Software Architects (WWISA) web site: http://www.wwisa.org
• SEI web site: http://www.sei.cmu.edu/technology/architecture

There are many sites that are highly useful to Enterprise Architects in that they cover
Enterprise Architecture. In this list, we have focused on sites that relate to the
Architect.
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Training
• Bredemeyer Consulting offers the following classes
§ Enterprise Architecture Workshop (4 days)
• The next open enrollment class will be held in Indianapolis on
July 8-11, 2003. See
http://www.bredemeyer.com/Workshops/20030708IndiEAW.htm

§ Enterprise Architecture Seminar (1 day)
§ Role of the Architect Workshop (3 days)
See http://www.bredemeyer.com/training.htm for more
information on our training and consulting services
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About Bredemeyer Consulting
Bredemeyer Consulting provides a range of consulting and training services focused
on Enterprise, System and Software Architecture. We provide training and mentoring
for architects, and typically work with architecture teams, helping to accelerate their
creation or migration of an architecture. We also work with strategic management,
providing consulting focused on developing architectural strategy and organizational
competency in architecture.
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